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NovantroneÒ (no-VAN-trone) 
Generic name: mitoxantrone (my·toe·zan·trone) 
 
What is NovantroneÒ?  
NovantroneÒ is an intravenous medication. It is rarely used for multiple sclerosis (MS) now 
because of side effects and the availability of other highly effective medications with fewer side 
effects.  
 
This family of medications was first isolated from a bacterium (streptomyces) in the mid 1950’s. 
Similar compounds had been used for many years as dyes and pigments. In the 1970’s attempts 
were made to modify these molecules to decrease the cardiac side effects. This led to the 
discovery of mitoxantrone in the late 1970s. It is still used for many different types of cancer. It 
was approved for the treatment of MS in 2000. 
 
NovantroneÒ interferes with the production of DNA and RNA, which is necessary for cells to 
divide. Thus, it is especially able to block cells that rapidly dividing such as cancer cells. In MS, 
the main target of the medication is lymphocytes, which also rapidly divide. Lymphocytes are 
types of white blood cells that are believed to play prominent roles in MS. Some lymphocytes 
are particularly aggressive and participate in damaging the central nervous system in MS. Other 
lymphocytes are less aggressive and may even be helpful in decreasing the inflammation in MS. 
NovantroneÒ decreases the total number of lymphocytes. It has a greater effect on some of the 
aggressive lymphocyte subsets and a lesser effect on the helpful subsets. As a result, it can cause 
a long lasting shift is the ratio of aggressive versus helpful lymphocyte numbers, shifting the 
immune system to be less likely to damage the central nervous system. 
 
NovantroneÒ is approved for secondary (chronic) progressive, progressive relapsing, or 
worsening relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis. The research studies of this medication were 
completed many years ago using different definitions of disease courses. These definitions of MS 
courses do not correspond to modern terms. 
 
NovantroneÒ slows the course of multiple sclerosis when used regularly over long periods of 
time. It does not improve existing symptoms and is not used to treat acute MS attacks. 
 
Starting on NovantroneÒ. 
To obtain NovantroneÒ  

1. Our clinic staff must first get insurance approval for the medication. It takes 1-2 weeks to 
get insurance approval. Sometimes, insurance denials and appeals may take longer. 

2. The medication is not stocked in your pharmacy. It is dispensed by the pharmacy that 
supplies medications to the infusion center. 
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There are also several tests that must be obtained prior to starting the medication. These are: 
• Blood tests for basic liver, kidney and blood functions 
• Though not required, we recommend blood tests to assure adequate immunity to 

chickenpox (varicella). 
• Though not required, we recommend a JC virus index, to assess the presence of this 

virus. Use of NovantroneÒ could cause future tests for this virus to be falsely negative. 
• Electrocardiogram (ECGs, EKGs, heart tracings) 
• Echocardiogram (an ultrasound of the heart to assess function) 
• A baseline MRI is usually obtained prior to or shortly after starting a new disease-

modifying treatment. 
 
After the medication is approved by your insurance, you can schedule your treatment at the 
cancer infusion center. 
 
Safety Monitoring  

• Blood tests including a complete blood count (CBC) and liver function tests should be 
completed before each dose. 

• Women should have a negative pregnancy test before each dose. 
• Echocardiogram (an ultrasound of the heart to assess function) should be performed 

before each dose. This is also done annually after the NovantroneÒ has been discontinued. 
 
How should Novantrone® be taken? 
 
NovantroneÒ is given by intravenous infusion. The infusion is given over 15 minutes. Because 
this is a chemotherapy medications, it must be given in an infusion center that is certified for 
chemotherapy, like the infusion center at our Cancer Institute. 
 
NovantroneÒ is given every 3 months. The dose is 12 mg/M2. There is a lifetime total dose 
maximum of 140 mg/M2, which means that most patients would reach their lifetime maximum 
dose by 11 doses (about 2 ½ years). After that the medication must be stopped. 
 
 
 
What if a dose is missed? 
 If you are late for a dose, you can resume the next dose as soon as you are able to come to the 
infusion center. The lifetime total allowed dose is still 140 mg/M2 and is not altered by the time 
between doses. 
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What are the common side effects? 
• This medication is navy blue. It is excreted in the urine. Yellow urine plus blue 

medication causes green urine for a few days after each dose. Similarly, the whites of the 
eyes can be slightly blue for a few days after each dose. 

• Mild hair thinning is common (61%). 
• Very low white blood cell levels are seen for about 3 weeks after each dose. This is 

expected and the cells return on their own without any additional treatment needed. 
• Oral ulcerations/gum tenderness. This occurs when the white blood cell level is very low 

and is due to mild gum/oral infections. This resolves within a few days as the immune 
system recovers. 

• Infections, especially bladder infections, may be seen. This is primarily during the 2-3 
weeks following each dose that the white blood cell levels are very low. 

• Nausea/vomiting may occur for a few days after each dose. This is seen in about 76% of 
patients. This improves as the medication is excreted from the body. 

• Fatigue: it is common for people to feel fatigue for a few days after each dose. 
• Amenorrhea (loss of periods) is seen in 43% of women. About half of these do not have 

return of their periods if they receive the full 140 mg/M2 dose. Those without periods 
might be infertile. 

• Male infertility may occur, though we do not know how often this happens. 
 
What are the rare side effects? 

• Damage to the veins and tissues. NovantroneÒ must be given in the vein. If the 
medication leaks into the tissues it can cause severe damage to the muscle and other 
tissues. This is one reason that the medication must be given in a cancer infusion center 
because many cancer medications have this issue. The nurses on the cancer infusion 
center are experts at assuring that the medication is given intravenously and that it does 
not leak into other tissues. 

• Leukemia (acute promyelocytic leukemia) may be seen following treatment with 
NovantroneÒ: This is seen in 0.25% to 2.82% and may occur several years after 
completion of the therapy course. 

• Heart failure: about 12% have some decrease in heart function as measured by 
echocardiograms. About 0.4% have heart failure requiring long-term treatment. Doses 
above 140mg/M2 have higher rates of heart failure, which limit the total dose to 140 
mg/M2 or less. 
 

Company Support:  
NovantroneÒ is manufactured by EMD Serono. There is no longer a patient support program for 
this medication. 


